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Brand-Specific Commercial Ratings
Benefits and Solution Providers
ANA continues to advocate for increased granularity of commercial
ratings, and notably for brand-specific commercial ratings.
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Q7. Currently, ratings for individual commercials are not available. Nielsen provides ratings for
the average of all the commercials in a program. How interested would you be in having ratings
available for each individual commercial?
Source: ANA 2011, Leveraging TV for Growth Survey

The Benefits of Commercial Ratings
ANA members and other industry experts have identified numerous benefits for brand-specific commercial ratings.
Better Knowledge/Increased Accountability
•

Commercial ratings would provide more granular data to better inform the decision-making process.

•

Marketing mix models could be input with brand-specific commercial metrics rather than averages (which may
or may not reflect the delivery for that specific brand) to provide increased accountability.
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Better Creative Decisions
Brand-specific commercial ratings would be a resource to help make better creative decisions via:
•

An in-market copy testing tool to identify the stronger and weaker executions within a commercial pool, enabling
marketers to pull (or fix) weaker spots and heavy-up on stronger ones, therefore optimizing the creative rotation.

•

A real-time barometer of commercial wear-out.

•

An indication of a brand’s commercial performance vs competitors, other ads in the program, and other ads in the pod.

As one ANA member said, “It will be helpful to understand if our creative is incurring lower ratings than the average
for that program. If our creative is causing channel-changing, we want to know. If networks want to keep audiences
through the commercial break, understanding which creative keeps and which doesn’t keep is valuable for them too.
Makes us all want to strive for better experience for the consumer and have the data to understand it.”
Better Media Decisions
Brand-specific commercial ratings would also help marketers make better media decisions:
•

To indicate which networks, dayparts, or programs work best for a brand.

•

To optimize the mix of :30s and :15s and help determine the impact of commercial duration.

•

To understand the delivery of :15s — because :15s don’t get fair rotations of “A” positions in pods, it’s likely
that the delivery of a schedule that is heavy with :15s doesn’t meet the overall C3 delivery.

Branded Entertainment
•

To determine the value and ROI of branded entertainment, including in-game features during sports programming.

Industry White Papers Supporting Commercial Ratings
ANA has published two white papers in recent years advocating for commercial ratings:
•

March 2007: “Achieving Accountability: The Case for Brand-Specific Commercial Ratings.”

•

February 2010: “The Path to Brand-Specific Commercial Ratings.” This white paper was a joint collaboration
with Nielsen. www.ana.net/commercialratings (PDF)

Even earlier, 4A’s published:
•

July 2001: “Commercial Ratings — Why We Need Them Now”

Solution Providers for Brand-Specific Commercial Ratings
Earlier this year, on January 22, 2013, ANA convened the Commercial Ratings Summit to discuss solutions that
could help facilitate the availability of brand-specific commercial ratings for television.
That event featured presentations from six industry suppliers who may offer solutions for brand-specific commercial
ratings: INVIDI Technologies, Nielsen, PrecisionDemand, Rentrak, Simulmedia, and TRA. A subsequent webinar
provided perspective from comScore and Kantar Media.
This document highlights solutions from these respective companies for brand-specific commercial ratings, including
case studies, and is meant to help continue the industry dialogue on this issue.
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Other Notes of Importance
Currency: ANA advocates brand-specific commercial ratings strictly for the insights that such data would provide, and
not as currency. It’s ANA’s perspective that currency discussions are between buyers and sellers. Some buyers/sellers
may choose to negotiate deals on brand-specific commercial ratings, while others may not.
Importance of MRC Auditing and Accreditation: The mission of the Media Rating Council is to promote the use of valid,
reliable, and effective research. ANA encourages MRC auditing and accreditation of all potential solution providers in the
brand-specific commercial ratings space.
ANA will continue to advocate on the issue of brand-specific commercial ratings and keep our members and the
overall industry informed of progress.

May 2013
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comScore

History/Background
comScore is a leading Internet technology company that
measures what people do as they navigate the digital
world, and turns that information into insights and actions
for clients to maximize the value of their digital investments. The company was founded in 1999, went public
in 2007, and trades on the NASDAQ exchange. The
company’s website is www.comscore.com.
What comScore Does
comScore provides audience and advertising analytics
to measure how consumers use digital and TV platforms,
including PCs/laptops, smartphones, tablets, “smart TVs,”
gaming devices, and of course traditional TV. comScore
measures behaviors such as online buying, website
visitation, search, and viewing. The company also
provides digital analytics and a variety of services
tailored to mobile subscribers.
•

•
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For audience analytics, comScore helps the advertising
community understand audience measurement for
websites, digital video, and television, including the
size and quality of audiences. comScore helps
advertisers identify the web and TV content that best
reaches their target audiences, and helps publishers
prove their online and TV properties are effectively
reaching specific target audiences while also monitoring
the competition. comScore Media Metrix is its flagship
syndicated online audience measurement and media
planning solution. comScore also recently introduced
Media Metrix Multi-Platform, a measurement service
that provides unduplicated reporting of audiences
across PCs, smartphones, and tablets.
comScore also offers advertising analytics. A featured
product here is validated Campaign Essentials (vCE),
an ad delivery validation solution that provides
in-flight campaign management. vCE provides an
unduplicated accounting of impressions delivered
across a variety of dimensions, such as ads delivered
in-view, in the right geography, in a brand-safe
environment, and absent of non-human traffic. It also
evaluates the degree to which validated impressions
reach the campaign target audience. Most importantly, it allows for the seamless integration of online
video with television in cross-media campaigns.
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comScore believes that accountability is now a multiplatform issue as television becomes digital, and that
greater comparability between “traditional” television and
digital platforms is needed. There needs to be a level
playing field, as TV ad exposure has always been based
on the “opportunity to see.” comScore’s “validated” digital
campaign measurement ensures that digital advertising
is reported according to the same standard, so that
efficient multi-platform decisions can be made (not just
for television, but also addressable advertising, interactive
advertising, and ads on tablets, smartphones, and
PCs/laptops).
What comScore Does Related to Brand-Specific
Commercial Ratings
At comScore, brand-specific advertising measurement
is an important foundation for both television and multiplatform services. Both TV and digital advertising are
measured on an impression-by-impression basis for each
individual creative execution. vCE is a multi-platform
solution for measuring campaign delivery across television and digital. The comScore methodology for digital
advertising includes behavioral measurement from its
two-million-person panel combined with census measurements via comScore Census Network. The comScore
methodology for TV uses brand-specific measurement
via five million television set-top box households.
Measurement is a key challenge when trying to understand
how digital advertising and TV advertising work together.
New methodologies such as comScore’s solutions are
required to answer key questions:
•

What is the audience delivery on digital platforms
and on the TV platform? Is the advertising program
reaching the same consumers, or different
consumers on television and online? How much
audience is duplicated across platforms?

•

What is the impact of mobile advertising? How does
response to smartphone and tablet advertising differ?

•

What is the impact of the campaign on key branding
measures, such as awareness, favorability, and intent
to purchase? What is the impact on online behaviors,
such as search and website visitation? What is the
impact on online and offline purchasing behavior?

•

What is the right mix of advertising between mobile and TV platforms?

•

Which creative executions perform the best? Can we more effectively
measure commercial wear-out?

Website: comscore.com

•

How can we more effectively manage advertising programs to optimize
against our objectives?

Year founded: 1999

In addition to understanding delivery performance in terms of reach and
frequency, branding and purchasing measures can be integrated into the
analyses to understand the return on investment of each medium. Clients
use this data in marketing mix models and other systems to understand the
individual and combined benefits of each medium.
Case Study: Brand-specific measurement for multi-platform campaign

Sells Media: No
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How They Help Advertisers
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By leveraging both digital and television media, the campaign
can be optimized to deliver reach across the entire target
group. Here, the television campaign delivered 47 percent
of the target audience. The PC/laptop platform delivered
19 percent, and the mobile campaign delivered two percent.
Overall, the digital campaign delivered 12.2 incremental
reach points, which is a 20 percent greater audience delivery
than if the campaign had used television alone. The mobile
portion of the campaign delivered a more modest 2.1
percent of overall reach due to the more modest investment
in the mobile medium. This multi-platform campaign measurement is grounded in brand-specific data.
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Measuring the digital platforms and TV platform together
is crucial to understanding how the platforms work together
to deliver the target audience, and to help marketers understand how to better manage their media investments.
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Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
validated Campaign Essentials (vCE)
Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: Yes
Agencies: Yes
Media Companies: Yes
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: Yes

In this case study, the television advertising program builds reach quickly
during the first few weeks, but then the reach curve “flattens” at close to
50 percent while the campaign continues to deliver increasing frequency.
At this stage of the curve, the marginal “reach return” on each additional
impression is low.

TV GRP

Current Owner:
Public since 2007
(NASDAQ)

INVIDI Technologies

History/Background
INVIDI Technologies calls itself “the world’s only truly
addressable targeted television advertising and marketing
solution for cable, satellite, and telco service providers.”
The company was founded in 2000 to bring a dramatic
increase in the effectiveness of television advertising
by making it addressable to households and individual
viewers. INVIDI provides cable, satellite, and telco
operators the opportunity to position their services as
a comprehensive source for targeted advertising across
those respective video delivery formats. Over 60 million
households are under contract via those operators.
INVIDI Technologies is a privately held company, and
investors include DirecTV, EchoStar, EnerTech Capital,
Google, InterWest Partners, Menlo Ventures, Motorola,
Verizon, Westbury Partners, and WPP. The INVIDI
website is www.invidi.com.
What INVIDI Technologies Does
According to INVIDI, television’s large share of ad dollars
is testimony to its overall reach. However, television
advertising has always been inherently inefficient, because
it reaches beyond the advertiser’s target audiences and
results in significant waste. Furthermore, the increasing
fragmentation of viewing audiences makes it difficult to
assemble the reach in traditional ways.
INVIDI’s Advatar platform tackles these issues by focusing
the ad buy on target audiences rather than programs.
The system delivers only the desired viewers, independent of what and when they are watching. INVIDI’s suite
of advanced tools enables operators to selectively target
television viewers with the same pinpoint accuracy as
direct mail and database marketing without compromising
viewer privacy, thereby enhancing existing revenue
streams and cultivating significant new revenue opportunities. Advatar is a product that defines, determines, and
delivers addressable advertising.
INVIDI accesses geographic, demographic, and psychographic data provided by public or proprietary databases
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and then uses that information to serve the right commercial
to the right viewer. Addressability can target viewers
according to specific buyer attributes such as age and
gender, geographic location, ethnicity, pet ownership, and
car lease expiration.
INVIDI’s technology enables television service providers
to simultaneously deliver multiple and distinct commercial
streams to different households or individual set-top boxes
during a single commercial break, while also controlling
reach, frequency, and separation of the commercial assets.
If the household has a DVR, INVIDI’s technology is able
to select the right asset (i.e., commercial) stored on that
drive and show it to the individual watching television at
that moment.
This increases advertising inventory and revenue opportunities for operators while providing advertisers and media
buyers with a measurable and accountable way to
place television advertising in front of the desired viewer
demographic. With INVIDI, advertisers can select specific
households and individual audience demographics and
target them with specific numbers of commercial impressions. Addressability allows advertisers to send the right
message to the right consumer at the right time.
What INVIDI Technologies Does Related to BrandSpecific Commercial Ratings
As noted above, INVIDI enables television service providers
to simultaneously deliver multiple and distinct commercial
streams to different households or individual set-top boxes
during a single commercial break, while also controlling
reach, frequency, and separation of the commercial assets.
And INVIDI also reports on tune-outs from creative,
which is an aid to making better creative decisions.
Most importantly for INVIDI, they believe that the
conventional way of looking at ratings no longer applies
in a census-based environment. Their technology and
audience delivery is based entirely on actual impressions
delivered; consequently, reach and frequency are no
longer estimates but actual numbers.

Case Study
INVIDI’s technology is able to aggregate audience across multiple networks,
creating an audience frequently exceeding that of current broadcast primetime programs. That aggregated audience can be sliced into discrete audience
segments, which are then shown the appropriate spots.
The technology is also able to take the audience watching any one spot
— say, a broad-reach spot like The Voice — and slice it up into audience
segments that are shown spots appropriate to them.
Starcom and Comcast tested INVIDI’s addressable technology in Baltimore.
The results showed that by allowing viewers to see spots relevant to their
interests, ad zipping dropped by 35 percent and commercial efficiency
increased by 65 percent. Commercial efficiency refers to CPM, as the
agency was able to buy their target audience 65 percent more efficiently
via addressability.

Website: invidi.com
Year founded: 2000
Current Owner:
Private
(Investors include DirecTV, EchoStar,
EnerTech Capital, Google, InterWest
Partners, Menlo Ventures, Motorola,
Verizon, Westbury Partners, and WPP)
Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
Advatar
Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: No
Agencies: No
Media Companies: No
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: Yes
Sells Media: No
Set-Top Box Households: 40 million
Matches Customer Purchase Data: Yes
How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions: Yes
Better Creative Decisions: Yes
Branded Entertainment: No
MRC Review or Accreditation: No
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Kantar Media

History/Background

With this data, advertisers can identify the actual audience
for their commercials, determine which commercials are
most effective and engaging, and monitor whether specific
commercials are retaining audiences or experiencing
wearout over time. Specific insights advertisers can gain
with Kantar Media’s services include:
•

Commercial Measurement
 Ratings
 Retention and tune-away
 By network/program
 By category/brand

•

Product Placement/Contextual Advertising Measurement
 Track tuning to content

•

Precision Metrics
 Respondent-level second-by-second tuning
 Live/time-shifted
 Consumer segments

Kantar Media is part of Kantar, one of the world’s largest
insight, information, and consultancy groups. Kantar was
founded in 1993 as the Market Research, Insight, and
Consultancy Division of WPP, the publicly traded agency
holding company (NASDAQ exchange). Kantar is now
a network of 13 specialist companies, including Kantar
Media, Milward Brown, and TNS.

•

Advanced Audience Measurement

What Kantar Media Does Related to Brand-Specific
Commercial Ratings

Kantar Media also integrates its data with third-party
databases so marketers can define audiences based on
product ownership, shopping behavior, or other behavioral characteristics, and determine whether commercial
exposure affects subsequent purchases. Kantar Media
has partnerships with third-party databases for consumer
packaged goods, automotive, and retail.

Kantar Media provides strategic advice and competitive
intelligence to the world’s leading brands, agencies, media
companies, and industry bodies, helping them navigate
and succeed in a rapidly evolving marketplace. Their
services include analysis of paid media opportunities;
counsel on brand reputation, corporate management,
and consumer engagement through owned media; and
evaluating consumers’ reactions in earned media. Kantar
Media provides clients with a broad range of insights,
from audience research, competitive intelligence, vital
consumer behavior, and digital insights to marketing
effectiveness and online influence.

Kantar Media believes media measurement is evolving.
It is going beyond broadcast and established networks,
emerging channels, advanced advertising, and TV
everywhere. It is also enabling advertisers, marketers,
and other parties to track commercial ratings, ad avoidance, promo evaluation, and behavior segmentation.
These capabilities are fully supported by Kantar Media’s
advanced audience measurement services. Kantar
Media has pioneered the collection and processing
of return path data (RPD), which measures television
audience viewing behavior by collecting second-bysecond tuning activity from TV set-top boxes.
“In the U.S., Kantar Media provides RPD services
based on both satellite and terrestrial cable providers,
with over a million households available for advanced
audience analytics.” Kantar Media’s second-by-second
tuning data enables companies to evaluate television
campaigns across 10 measurable influences: specific
program, program genre, channel, daypart, commercial
duration, pod, position in pod, product category, time
shifting, and frequency.
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 Interactive/addressable/t-commerce advertising
(directing consumers to buy products shown
in TV shows online)
•

TV Effectiveness and Engagement
 Behavior segmentation: matching tuning
to purchase behavior

Case Study #1: 2013 Super Bowl Commercial Ratings
Kantar Media analyzed commercial ratings for the 2013
Super Bowl. Using RPD measurement services, they found
that the highest rated commercial wasn’t even a paid ad
— it was a network promo. The CBS promo for Person
of Interest scored the night’s highest rating, edging out
Samsung’s ad featuring celebrities in search of the “Next
Big Thing,” The top five rated ads/promos are identified
in the chart below.
Airtime

HH Rating

Length

CBS-Person Of Interest/CBS: Person
of Interest Promo

2013 Super Bowl Commercial Ranking

10:31:06 PM

47.4%

20

Samsung Galaxy/Celebrities Argue Over
Next Big Thing

10:29:06 PM

47.2%

120

Mercedes Benz Autos/W. Dafoe &
K. Upton: Soul

10:21:41 PM

46.6%

60

Tide/Miracle Stain

10:13:54 PM

46.6%

60

Soda Stream/Bubbles Set Free

10:14:54 PM

46.3%

30

Case Study #2: Viewer Retention for High Definition Commercials
Using RPD, Kantar Media also analyzed viewer retention for commercials
shown in HD (High Definition) versus SD (Standard Definition). Their analysis
found that HD commercials hold audiences better than SD, as measured by
the share of viewers that tuned away from the commercials. For example,
as seen in the chart below, 30 percent fewer viewers tuned away from auto
commercials shown in HD as compared to SD.

Viewer Tune-away for High Definition and Standard Definition
Commercials, by Product Category

Website: kantarmedia.com
		kantarmediana.com
Year founded: 1993
Current Owner:
WPP
(NASDAQ)
Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
DIRECTView

% Tuneaway

Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: Yes
Agencies: Yes
Media Companies: Yes
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: Yes
Sells Media: No
Auto

Motion Pictures Restaurants

HD Broadcasts

CPG

Telecom

Set-Top Box Households: 1 million

SD Broadcasts

Matches Customer Purchase Data: Yes
Case Study #3: Tracking Advertising Effectiveness
Kantar Media’s RPD services can also be used to measure the effectiveness
of television ad campaigns over time. As the example below illustrates,
marketers can track the actual audiences viewing their commercials in terms
of GRPs and percent reach as well as campaign spend as the campaign
progresses. The yellow line measures the CTI, or Commercial Tuning Index,
which compares ratings for commercials to those of the program in which
they appear. With this analysis, marketers can understand the health of their
campaign over time, and know when audience reach has been maximized
or when viewer fatigue sets in.

Campaign Reach, Wearout and Spend
GRPs
consistently
build

% Build Reach
- All HHs

% Cume GRP
- All HHs

Commercial wearout
appears after 2/3rd
of the campaign

Brand-Specific Commercial Ratings

MRC Review or Accreditation: No

CTI Live+3
- All HHs

Audience reach
peaks half-way
into the campaign
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How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions: Yes
Better Creative Decisions: Yes
Branded Entertainment: Yes

Ad spend continues
to increase during
the campign

Cumulative TV
Spend ($M)

Nielsen

History/Background
Nielsen Holdings N.V. is a global information and measurement company with leading market positions in marketing
and consumer information, television and other media
measurement, online intelligence, mobile measurement,
trade shows, and related properties. Nielsen has a presence in approximately 100 countries, with headquarters
in New York and Diemen, the Netherlands. Their website
is www.nielsen.com.
Nielsen pioneered television audience measurement and
analytics. Nielsen measures more than 40 percent of the
world’s viewing behavior across 28 countries. In the U.S.
today, the Nielsen ratings are the basis for assessing
the audience from broadcast, syndication, and cable
programming, and the currency by which the associated
advertising is transacted for both national and local spots.
What Nielsen Does Relative to Brand-Specific
Commercial Ratings
Nielsen believes that the emergence of multi-platform
viewing will be a major advertising trend over the next
decade.
•

Significant changes in consumer device adoption
(more than 60 percent smartphone penetration and
more than 20 percent tablet penetration) and viewing
styles (on-the-go, multi-platform) are leading the way.

•

Truly integrated cross-platform advertising is still
relatively low but growing quickly, and a major focus
for every agency, major marketer, and publisher today.

•

This will lead to a decoupling of TV content and
advertising over time, as multi-platform ad buys
become more prevalent

Nielsen is pursuing three related and synergistic activities
in evolving its audience measurement for advertising:
1. More precise reach measurement for TV
programming and advertising.
Nielsen Watermarks — audio code embedded
in programming, inaudible to the human ear but
discernible by Nielsen meters — is the foundation
for Nielsen’s television measurement. Meters in
Nielsen panelist homes pick up the watermarks,
and this viewing information informs TV ratings.
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Nielsen has just added its next-generation Nielsen
Watermarks to the crediting of its television program
audience estimates. Nielsen Watermarks will survive
more aggressive audio compression and Internet
transit, and enable deployment of additional levels
of detail and measurement options in the future.
Nielsen is also testing commercial watermarks
internally, which will enable more granular levels
of TV commercial-specific measurement.
Additionally, Nielsen is devoloping methods to
integrate set-top box data into its television measurement, starting with an initial set of local diary
markets.
2. Campaign reach measurement for advertising
on TV, digital, and cross-platform.
Nielsen is providing measurement that enables
media buyers and sellers to assess and optimize
in-flight the performance of individual campaigns.
Each of these measurements report audience
information in a standardized way consistent with
television ratings, and are scalable enough to run
on most campaigns.
The Nielsen Keeping-Trac commercial verification
service measures national, local, and syndicated
programming. By integrating television ratings and
matching against the buy schedule, buyers receive
a complete picture of campaign performance.
Results are available overnight, allowing for near
real-time comparison of commercial detections
to the buy schedule. Keeping-Trac significantly
improves buyer campaign management and enables
in-flight correction for GRP under-delivery or audit
violations such as prohibited programs, and makes
corrections of any buying guideline violations (e.g.,
wrong creative, wrong day-part).
Nielsen Online Campaign Ratings overcome the
challenge of digital fragmentation by leveraging
demographic information from participating online
data providers, starting with Facebook (more than
one billion users globally) and Nielsen Cross-Platform
Homes panel data. Campaign reporting is available
overnight, providing vital audience delivery information
consistent with television ratings (unique audience,

reach, frequency, and GRPs). This is the first Internet
measurement system accredited by the MRC that
provides demographic ratings for online advertising
campaigns.
Nielsen Cross-Platform Campaign Ratings provide
total, incremental, and overlapped reach and
frequency of campaigns that run across both television and online. Metrics are delivered throughout
the course of a campaign, enabling media buyers
to understand the relative audience contributed by
each medium. Nielsen Cross-Platform Campaign
Ratings leverage Nielsen Online Campaign Ratings
and TV ratings data, and estimate duplication levels
based on the single-source Nielsen Cross-Platform
Homes Panel.
Keeping-Trac and Nielsen Cross-Platform Campaign
Ratings measurement require each TV spot included
in the campaign to be watermarked. As such, these
services will benefit from advances made to
commercial watermarks in the form of greater
measurement accuracy and stability at more
granular levels.
3. Campaign reaction (sales lift) measurement.
Nielsen provides products that match its television
audience data with consumer purchase data. This
enables media buyers and sellers to plan and
measure against precise marketing segments.
Nielsen Buyer Insights integrates the Nielsen Online
panel with over 90 percent of U.S. credit card
transaction data to connect the dots between what
people are watching and buying. This solution
enables clients to:
•

Gain insights from the match between 41 billion
credit card, debit card, and ACH (automated
clearing house) deposit transactions per year
and Nielsen’s online behavioral data.

•

Reach the right people by identifying key
consumer segments based on an advertiser’s
most important demo.

•

Index specific sites and placements by
consumer segments to understand which
users are buying what.

•

Gauge share of ad revenue vs. share of audience spending for key advertiser categories.
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4. Nielsen Catalina Solutions’ mission is to help
marketers and media companies measure and
improve advertising performance by accurately
linking what consumers watch with what they buy.
A joint venture of Nielsen and Catalina, this
integrates Nielsen’s industry-leading media and
household purchasing information with frequent
shopper data from over 60 million households,
a subset of Catalina’s 90 million-plus household
data warehouse. This holistic “end to end” offering
guides marketers and media companies in reaching
the most valuable prospects and audiences on
television, online, mobile, CRM, and print.
Case Study #1
Nielsen Buyer Insights combined media exposure and
consumer purchase information data to provide a
marketer with the sales lift from buyer vs. demo-targeted
ad campaigns.

Case Study #2
Cross-Platform Campaign Ratings provide the marketer with the unduplicated
reach of a campaign running on television and online to understand
the unique audience contributed by each medium, by demo.

XCR SHOWED THAT DIGITAL ADDED 2.6 POINTS
OF REACH WITH HIGH AUDIENCE DULPICATION
M21–34
52.8% Total Reach

50.3%
TV Reach

Reach (MM people)
Platform

P21+

M21–34

Total

109.0

15.1

TV

107.7

14.4

TV-only

104.9

12.9

Online

4.1

2.1

Online-only

1.3

0.7

Cross-Platform
(TV+OL)

2.8

1.4

Random
Dulpication

Actual
Duplication

Index

3.8%

5.0%

131

7.5%
Online Reach

An index of over 100 indicates TV and Online audiences overlapped more than expected
and an index of under 100 indicates the overlap was lower than expected. The index
can be used to assess campaign performance against objectives of either driving synergy
(via dual exposure) or driving incremental reach (via minimizing overlap).

Website: Nielsen.com
Year founded: 1923
Current Owner: Public (NYSE)
Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
TV Ratings, Keeping-Trac, Nielsen Online Campaign Ratings, Nielsen CrossPlatform Campaign Ratings, Nielsen
Catalina Solutions, Nielsen Buyer
Insights
Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: Yes
Agencies: Yes
Media Companies: Yes
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: Yes
Sells Media: No
Set-Top Box Households: 2.3 million in
Nielsen Catalina Solutions
Matches Customer Purchase Data: Yes
How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions: Yes
Better Creative Decisions: Yes
Branded Entertainment: Yes
MRC Review or Accreditation:
• National TV, LPM, and set-meter
markets accredited
• Diary service under review
• Nielsen Online Campaign Ratings
accredited
• Nielsen Cross-Platform Campaign
Ratings under review
• Nielsen Catalina Solutions not audited
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PrecisionDemand

History/Background
Headquartered in Seattle and New York,
PrecisionDemand is a marketing effectiveness platform
specializing in television. Founded in 2005 (under the
name Lucid Commerce), PrecisionDemand is privately
held, and investors include Adinvest, Greycroft, OVP
Venture Partners, Rho Ventures, and StarVest Partners.
Jon Mandel, an industry veteran who previously worked
at MediaCom and Nielsen, has been president and
CEO since early 2012. Their web site is
www.precisiondemand.com.
What PrecisionDemand Does
PrecisionDemand refers to itself as a “TV marketing
firm with a solution for accurately targeting all TV and
measuring its impact in real time” and “a marketing
platform that leverages big data to provide insights and
drive compelling efficiencies for clients.”
PrecisionDemand believes that customer data drives
targeting and ROI. Their approach is rooted in a rich
understanding of the customer. Rather than employing
mass reach, they apply sophisticated analytic techniques
to cost-efficiently target more impressions on an advertiser’s
best prospects. PrecisionDemand taps second-bysecond TV viewership data from 10+ million set-top
boxes, along with demographic and purchase data from
such parties as Acxiom and marketers’ own sales data,
to devise better schedules for television commercials.
According to PrecisionDemand, the number of set-top
boxes is not the relevant question. Rather, it is more
important to match the individual household with the
households that buy the advertiser’s product. That can
only be done with multiple sets of data. Thus, each brand
uses a different number of STBs based on its exact match
with over 400 attributes. By contract, PrecisionDemand
is only allowed to publically mention two (Rentrak and
4th Wall) of the 11 set-top box suppliers. The key is not
how many suppliers, but what supplier is used for which
match based on the data.
PrecisionDemand’s targeting leverages over 400 individual
and household demographic and behavioral attributes.
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Through their targeting system (i.e., a behavioral
targeting methodology), PrecisionDemand reports
a decrease in their clients’ cost-per-sale by over 26
percent while predicting sales volumes through multiple
channels with over 95 percent accuracy. Their technologies allow more efficient planning, buying, tracking,
and measuring of TV media investments.
PrecisionDemand combines television media with
proprietary data and technology to increase demand
for clients’ products and services. It is made possible
through the marriage of capabilities traditionally found
in media buying agencies, research firms, and software
companies. This integration of people, systems, and
processes has unlocked performance potential for
marketers in the way television media is planned, bought,
delivered, and measured.
PrecisionDemand is able to work with clients in numerous ways:
•

Serving as AOR to marketers

•

Providing analytic services to clients to predict ROI

•

Working with the existing AOR to supply the data
to improve their media targeting

PrecisionDemand is not MRC (Media Rating Council)
reviewed or accredited, but has expressed openness to
that. According to PrecisionDemand, each of their clients
uses a different match (although the concept is the same
in terms of algorithm), so the MRC would have to audit
each individual client match. That would be up to the
client to approve, since it often uses the client’s
proprietary sales data in doing the match.
What PrecisionDemand Does Related to Brand-Specific
Commercial Ratings
As noted above, PrecisionDemand taps second-bysecond TV viewership data from set-top boxes along with
demographic and purchase data to devise better schedules
for marketers. That second-by-second viewership data
provides brand-specific commercial ratings and can
provide insight to marketers to help optimize media
schedules.

Case Study
Clear Choice Dental was looking to understand if customers would respond
to different levels of targeting in order to better manage inventory and reach
optimal fulfillment at the lowest price possible. They were ready to scale and
expand into new markets and needed to understand if national media could
help grow their business.
PrecisionDemand executed a calibration campaign to determine the optimal
level of targeting and the trade-off between price of media and its level
of targeting. In doing so, PrecisionDemand:
•

Improved national media by factoring in the number of wasted impressions in markets where there wasn’t a nearby center. The process
converted the media’s CPM to a serviceable trading area CPM.

•

Confirmed that 100 miles from a center is a profitable metric.

•

Re-evaluated all media at the new CPM and expected ROI was
proportionately adjusted.

The results of the campaign were positive, as Clear Choice was able to
improve targeting in local TV and reduced cost per consult by 43 percent.
They obtained 30 percent more lead volume for less than 6 percent of
their total media spend. Additionally, PrecisionDemand delivered the best
prospective markets for new centers based on demand (determined by
media responsiveness) and population.

Website: precisiondemand.com
Year founded: 2005
Current Owner:
Private
(Investors include Adinvest, Greycroft,
OVP Venture Partners, Rho Ventures,
and StarVest Partners)
Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
PrecisionDemand DemandFinder
Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: Yes
Agencies: Yes
Media Companies: No
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: No
Sells Media: No
Set-Top Box Households: 10+ million
Matches Customer Purchase Data: Yes
How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions: Yes
Better Creative Decisions: Yes
Branded Entertainment: No
MRC Review or Accreditation: No*
*Open to MRC Accreditation, but since each
client has a different STB matching process,
clients would have to approve each individual
MRC accreditation.
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Rentrak

History/Background
Rentrak is a media measurement and research company
providing multiscreen reporting and analytics. Its
predecessor, National Video, Inc. was founded in 1977.
In 1985, the company changed its name to Rentrak
Corporation. Rentrak went public in 1988 and trades
on the NASDAQ exchange.

There is strategic value (beyond currency) from Rentrak’s
Exact Commercial Ratings®:
•

 How do my Exact Commercial Ratings® 		
compare to the rating of the telecast?
•

Rentrak’s services are positioned in two categories:
movies everywhere and TV everywhere. Rentrak
measures viewing information on more than 85,000
screens in over 18,000 theatres in 36 countries around
the world, and television viewing via a national footprint
of over 8.7 million homes and more than 22 million settop boxes. Rentrak’s website is www.Rentrak.com.
What Rentrak Does Related to Brand-Specific
Commercial Ratings
TV Essentials® is the Rentrak product that helps television
buyers and sellers make smarter transactions by giving
them a deeper understanding of the true value of their
viewing audience. This is done via census-like viewership
information, which, according to the company, provides
a level of granularity and stability absent from traditional
television measurement services, and goes beyond C3
to provide an advertiser’s Exact Commercial Ratings® —
not an average of all ads in a telecast. Note that Exact
Commercial Ratings® is a Rentrak data metric that is part
of TV Essentials®.
TV Essentials® is, per Rentrak, a “game-changer” for
the national television industry. The Exact Commercial
Ratings® data metric allows ad agencies and advertisers
to determine how specific national commercials perform
within an ad pod, advancing the national TV industry
standard from measuring an average of a commercial
rating performance of a telecast (or C3) to providing
individual ad metrics for each specific commercial. Exact
Commercial Ratings® tell network advertisers exactly how
many viewers were exposed to their specific commercials
in a campaign, allowing them to maximize the results of
their television spend.
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Measure Value Delivered: What did we get?

Determine Relative Value: Could we have done better
in this specific case?
 How do my Exact Commercial Ratings®
compare to other commercials in the telecast?
 How do my Exact Commercial Ratings®
compare to other spots in the pod?
 How do my Exact Commercial Ratings® 		
compare to my competitive set?

•

Improve Scheduling and Commercial Production:
Can we make better ads?
 When does my commercial wear out?
 Which commercial duration is most impactful?

•

Buy Placement: What can we do better in the future?
 Which networks, dayparts, or series work best:
by quarter, month, daypart, pod position,
position within pod, competitive set, and/or
specific creative?

•

Branded Entertainment: Where is additional value?
 Partners with iTVX (a measurement service
for branded entertainment), Rentrak provides
second-by-second branded entertainment ROI.

There are two paths to Rentrak Exact Commercial
Ratings®: Kantar national commercial occurrence
information across 76 broadcast and cable networks
(received and processed 12 days after viewing), or
custom schedule analysis.
Rentrak also matches media exposure to customer purchase data, via direct matching of customer or transactional
data at the household level, to target and measure ROI.
Rentrak uses advertiser customer data to build segments,
and also integrates this data with a broad range of
consumer behavioral data (from providers like Simmons,
MRI, Epsilon, etc.).

MRC Auditing
The Media Rating Council has completed a pre-audit of TV Essentials®
and an audit is now in process. A pre-audit has also been completed of
StationView Essentials, which tracks all satellite, telco, cable, and over-the-air
viewing built from the zip code level up.
Exact Commercial Ratings® are in some of the reports that the MRC is auditing,
but after discussing the issue with MRC and determining the substantial cost
it would take to include Exact Commercial Ratings® in the MRC audit this
year, Rentrak has decided not to have Exact Commercial Ratings® in this
year’s audit. Rentrak plans to have them audited in the future.
Case Study
In the 10/7/12 episode of 60 Minutes, the QSR (quick serve restaurant) ad,
which starts in the third pod, has a higher rating (14.60) than the telecast
average (12.90).
When looking at the entire third pod for 60 Minutes, that QSR ad clearly
benefits from first position placement, rating 0.62 points higher than the
pod average (13.98).

Website: www.Rentrak.com
Year founded: 1977
Current Owner:
Public since 1988
(NASDAQ)
Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
TV Essentials®
Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: Yes
Agencies: Yes
Media Companies: Yes
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: Yes
Sells Media: No
Set-Top Box Households: 8.7 million
Matches Customer Purchase Data: Yes
How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions: Yes
Better Creative Decisions: Yes
Branded Entertainment: Yes
MRC Review or Accreditation:
Pre-audit completed of TV Essentials®
and an audit is now in process. A
pre-audit has also been completed
of StationView Essentials.
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Simulmedia

History/Background
Simulmedia was founded in 2009 by entrepreneur Dave
Morgan. Earlier, Mr. Morgan founded TACODA, an online
advertising company that pioneered online behavioral
marketing and was bought by AOL in 2007. Prior to that,
Mr. Morgan founded Real Media, one of the world’s first
ad serving and online ad network companies and a
predecessor to 24/7 Real Media (now owned by WPP).
Simulmedia is privately held, and investors include
Avalon Ventures, Time Warner Investments, and Union
Square Ventures.
What Simulmedia Does Related to Brand-Specific
Commercial Ratings
Mr. Morgan started Simulmedia with the idea of helping
TV networks figure out when best to place their network
promotions, before offering solutions for all advertisers
that want to reach targeted television audiences. The
company calls itself “an audience-driven ad network for
television,” and sells television advertising campaigns.
Simulmedia is an “unwired network.” They access
inventory via two sources: (1) locally through cable/
satellite/telco operators and (2) nationally through
relationships with 30+ cable networks. The Simulmedia
Audience Network monetizes under-appreciated inventory
from its television partners. The network is operated
opaquely, meaning they don’t share spot level detail with
advertisers until after the campaign, instead selling datadefined audiences rather than specific shows, networks,
geographies, or time slots.
Simulmedia believes that the advertising methodologies
and business models of the Internet will migrate to TV
over the next five years, and has built a platform designed
to bring Internet-like targeting to the TV ad market. They
have a massive amount of data — an actual count of
12 million set-top box households and 20 million settop boxes (through cable, satellite, and telco set-top
boxes). That second-by-second, directly-measured
viewing data is combined with Nielsen, Kantar, Tribune
Media Services, MRI, and data from the U.S. Census
to more efficiently target ads to all 115 million U.S.
television households, including analog homes.
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Simulmedia packages and sells targeted television
campaigns so advertisers can reach the right audiences
at the right times on the right programs. Rather than
having its clients spend huge amounts of money buying
ads seen by large audiences watching highly rated shows,
Simulmedia helps its customers identify programming that
will come more cheaply but have the same demographic
user profile.
Customers include advertisers, agencies, and television
content producers. Content providers generate two
revenue streams: (1) Simulmedia can help television
networks find target audiences to market their shows
against and (2) Simulmedia delivers incremental national
ad dollars to its television partners by monetizing underappreciated inventory.
Simulmedia wants to make TV ads more relevant for
viewers, more efficient for advertisers, and more
profitable for media owners. Simulmedia claims to “see
where Nielsen data doesn’t reach…smaller networks
and dayparts.”
According to Simulmedia:
•

Commercial and brand-specific ratings are critical
to understanding advertising efficacy and are available today.

•

Advertisers can and should demand accountability
and more granular measurements across their entire
media plan, especially with their television spend.

•

More granular measurement/guarantees are essential
to the long-term power and growth of television
advertising.

Simulmedia sells campaigns on commercial-specific
measures today. The company is using commercial/
brand-specific measurements to help its advertiser
partners find, reach, and measure their TV ad
campaigns. This level of granular measurement helps
marketers better analyze spend across all networks and
maximize the impact of television campaigns across
specific target audiences.

Case Study
Simulmedia has many broadcast and cable network clients, all of whom
are using commercial ratings to help optimize their own programming
promos. For a client in the tune-in space, Simulmedia worked with the
TV network to understand which of their tune-in promotion spots drove the
most conversions to the show, and when the campaign’s sweet spot was for
conversions with respect to hours in advance of the show’s airtime. These
types of analyses help advertisers get smarter about when to advertise, which
ads drive viewers, and how they might optimize for future TV campaigns.

Website: simulmedia.com
Year founded: 2009
Current Owner:
Private
(Investors include Avalon Ventures,
Time Warner Investments, and
Union Square Ventures)

The graph shows the spots that successfully drove (or converted) viewers
to tune in to the promoted show. The size of each bubble represents the
number of converted viewers, and the position along the y axis shows the
rate of conversion.

Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
Simulmedia Audience Network
Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: Yes
Agencies: Yes
Media Companies: Yes
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: No
Sells Media: Yes
Set-Top Box Households: 12 million

National Spots

70%

AMC: The Killing
04/09/2012 @ 8:30PM

60%
50%

Conversion Rate

Matches Customer Purchase Data: Yes

Simulmedia Spots

ABCFAMILY: Gilmore Girls
04/10/2012 @ 11:30AM

How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions: Yes
Better Creative Decisions: Yes
Branded Entertainment: No
MRC Review or Accreditation: No

LOGO: The New Now Next Awards 2012
04/10/2012 @ 1:22AM

40%
30%
20%

TLC: Undercofer Boss: Abroad
04/09/2012 @ 7:39PM
AMC: U.S. Marshals
04/09/2012 @ 3:24PM

10%
0%
72

60

48

36

Hours to Program Air
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TRA

History/Background
TRA, Inc. was founded by Mark Lieberman and Bill
Harvey in 2007. In July 2012, TRA was acquired by TiVo
(which trades on the NASDAQ exchange) and rebranded
as TiVo Research and Analytics (TRA). Mr. Lieberman
has stayed on as CEO and Mr. Harvey remains a strategic
advisor to the company. TRA’s website is
www.traglobal.com and TiVo’s is www.tivo.com.

Licensed users of the Media TRAnalytics platform include
four of the top 10 advertisers (in terms of ad spend) and
45 of the top 100 brands, as well as the top agencies and
networks. These constituents find various benefits from
the platform.
•

Media agencies learn how variables such as
networks, dayparts, program types, specific
programs, time slots, and pod positions affect their
ROI, and also how much time to spend on branded
entertainment and what form that should take. They
can also use TRA as a starting point to develop their
own processes to take the TRA data further to meet
their clients’ needs.

•

Creative agencies can learn which creative works
best. That knowledge can markedly improve the
success rate of an agency’s creative product. When
a commercial is “wearing out,” the agency can
identify its decline in effectiveness by observing a
drop in retention. Based on which target groups are
responding to the brand and the messaging with their
wallets, insights can be used to drive future creative.

•

TRA enables TV networks to increase advertising
dollars by finding each advertiser’s hot buttons. With
equal access to the data the advertiser is buying on
(TRA and Nielsen), the savvy network can price each
program to its maximum for each brand, ensuring
high ROI and easy renewal as well as maximum
short-term profitability.

TRA is a media measurement software, research, and
analytics company whose products help advertisers,
agencies, and television networks improve advertising
targeting, accountability, and return on media investment.
What TRA Does Related to Brand-Specific
Commercial Ratings
TRA has been delivering brand-specific commercial
audience metrics for six years. Media TRAnalytics®
is a media research technology platform that provides
marketers with granular ROI accountability on their
television advertising spending. TRA has a unique,
single-source system for matching naturally occurring
television viewership data with consumer purchase data
at a household level (“naturally occurring” meaning data
that comes from activities that happen unprovoked and
without self-selection). In basic terms, they match ad
exposure to product purchases.
TRA collects immense banks of data, including secondby-second tuning data from set-top boxes in 4.2 million
households, and matches that with household purchase
and demographic data. The Media TRAnalytics platform
offers access to reporting from TRA’s single-source data
for purchaser targets within consumer packaged goods
categories, automotive, and pharmaceuticals as well as
client-provided customer lists.
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According to TRA, the company “adds the crucial
missing dimension that can be applied to Nielsen eyeball
metrics, to incorporate the all-important ROI factor.”

Case Study #1
The following slide shows how much difference there is in the sales effect
of one commercial over another, even though all these commercials passed
pretests before they were aired. Creative A generated almost four times the
sales per exposure of the other commercials used by this brand.

3.69
1.34

All Creatives

Creative A

Creative B

Year founded: 2007
Current Owner:
TiVo (since 2012)
(NASDAQ)

ROI Index
1.00

Website: traglobal.com

0.78
Creative C

Not
Significant
All Other

Case Study #2
Switchaway from a brand’s commercials can be tracked over time
as a measure of wearout, so it’s clear when to replace a commercial.

CPG Brand Creative Execution

Relevant Proprietary Product(s):
Media TRAnalytics
Customers of Relevant Proprietary Products
Advertisers: Yes
Agencies: Yes
Media Companies: Yes
Cable, Satellite, and Telco: No
Sells Media: No
Set-Top Box Households: 4.2 million
Matches Customer Purchase Data: Yes
How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions: Yes
Better Creative Decisions: Yes
Branded Entertainment: Yes
MRC Review or Accreditation: No
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Appendix

comscore.com

invidi.com

kantarmedia.com
kantarmediana.com

nielsen.com

1999

2000

1993

1923

Current Owner

Public since 2007
(NASDAQ)

Private (Investors include
DirecTV, EchoStar, EnerTech
Capital, Google, InterWest
Partners, Menlo Ventures,
Motorola, Verizon, Westbury
Partners, and WPP)

WPP
(NASDAQ)

Public
(NYSE)

Relevant Proprietary
Product(s)

validated Campaign
Essentials (vCE)

Advatar

DIRECTView

Customers of Relevant
Proprietary Products
Advertisers
Agencies
Media Companies
Cable, Satellite, and Telco

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Sells Media

No

No

No

No

5 million

40 million

1 million

2.3 million in
Nielsen Catalina Solutions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Website

Year founded

Set-Top Box Households

Matches Customer
Purchase Data

How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions
Better Creative Decisions
Branded Entertainment

MRC Review or
Accreditation

• validated Campaign
Essentials Ad Validation
Module is accredited
• Audience Validation
Module is in review
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No

No

TV Ratings, Keeping-Trac,
Nielsen Online Campaign Ratings, Nielsen Cross-Platform
Campaign Ratings, Nielsen
Catalina Solutions,
Nielsen Buyer Insights

• National TV, LPM, and set-meter
markets accredited
• Diary service under review
• Nielsen Online Campaign Ratings accredited
• Nielsen Cross-Platform Campaign Ratings under review
• Nielsen Catalina Solutions not
audited

precisiondemand.com

www.Rentrak.com

simulmedia.com

traglobal.com

Year founded

2005

1977

2009

2007

Current Owner

Private (Investors include
Adinvest, Greycroft,
OVP Venture Partners,
Rho Ventures, and
StarVest Partners)

Public since 1988
(NASDAQ)

Private
(Investors include Avalon
Ventures, Time Warner
Investments, and
Union Square Ventures)

TiVo (since 2012)
(NASDAQ)

PrecisionDemand
DemandFinder

TV Essentials®

Simulmedia Audience
Network

Media TRAnalytics

Customers of Relevant
Proprietary Products
Advertisers
Agencies
Media Companies
Cable, Satellite, and Telco

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Sells Media

No

No

Yes

No

10+ million

8.7 million

12 million

4.2 million

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No (Open to MRC
Accreditation, but since
each client has a different STB matching process,
clients would have to
approve each individual
MRC accreditation.)

Pre-audit completed of TV
Essentials® and an audit is
now in process. A pre-audit
has also been completed
of StationView Essentials.

No

No

Website

Relevant Proprietary
Product(s)

Set-Top Box Households

Matches Customer
Purchase Data

How They Help Advertisers
Better Media Decisions
Better Creative Decisions
Branded Entertainment

MRC Review or
Accreditation
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